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Abstract

Purpose - The motive of this study was the notice of the constant movement of the students in The University of Jordan (UJ) from official communities to creating groups on SNSs. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate an analysis about students’ usage of E-learning and Facebook, and identifies the major functions that are missing in the e-learning system. This paper firstly, compared students’ usage for Learning Management Systems (LMSs) vs. Social Networking Sites (SNSs), and secondly, investigated the students’ perceptions towards educational value of integrating social networking features in the LMS through Mobile Learning (m-learning).

Design/methodology/approach – Data were collected from students from multiple sources: observation, interviews, and survey. The obtained results formed students perceptions toward currently used LMS in the university and SNSs, which lead to extracting their requirements to enhance the LMS used.

Findings – The results of this research emphasize the importance of SNSs as a communication tool and the development of e-learning systems to move beyond LMS and engage students in an active use of the system as a resource of their information and collaborative activities.

Originality/value – This study contributes to examining UJ students’ perceptions toward embedding the characteristics of the smart learning and the social network services into an e-learning system. In contrast to previous studies in enhancing LMS by just integrating features of SNSs into LMS without utilizing smart learning.
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1. Introduction

With the emergence of Web 2.0 whose main value is social networking, Internet users now can create and share information collaboratively and easily. Social networks provide tools that can either be presented by SNSs (such as Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.) or by indirectly extracting data about user interaction (such as emails, chats, blogs, etc.) (Aşkar, 2011; Musiał and Kazienko, 2013). These tool-initiated potentials cannot be ignored with regard to educational settings, and have moved educational technology beyond the ordinary use of computers, laptops, 3D printers, etc.

E-learning incorporates all teaching and learning activities by using networked information and communications technology. Other terms also described this mode of educational activities such as online learning, virtual learning, and web-based learning, however, e-learning embraces more than the other terms since the letter “e” which stands for “electronic” would incorporate e-learning of all educational activities, whether they were performed by individual users or groups working online or offline, through computers or other electronic devices. Moreover, a key attribute of e-learning is its ability to enable electronic access to various multimedia-based materials and flexible access to information and resources (Naidu, 2003; Pilli, 2014). E-learning has become increasingly diffused in many educational institutions implementing Learning Management Systems (LMSs). Due to their flexibility, LMSs have been used to accelerate e-learning applications whether they were used for
distance education (off campus: who cannot be physically present in class at the time a course is being offered) or on-campus (to complement synchronous classroom learning) (Pilli, 2014).

Learning Management Systems are used to manage and deliver instructional content, and monitors the learning process by presenting the required data through tracking the progress of identifying, assessing, and meeting individual and organizational learning goals. However, many applications of LMS are limited by the form of Course Management System (CMS), and need to develop to support the evolving understanding of teaching and learning styles (Gremu and Halse, 2012). CMS which is a group of software tools, typically includes a variety of online tools and environments for course communications such as: course content delivery capabilities, and an area for students to submit assignments, a grade book for scoring that can be viewed by students, assessment process such as quizzes, learning outcomes assessment, reporting of learning tasks completion, and communication tools such as discussion forums, email and announcement posts (Gremu and Halse, 2012; Naidu, 2003).

As mentioned earlier, with the inception of web 2.0 technologies, the online interaction via SNSs is increasing rapidly. There are numerous SNSs supporting a wide range of interests for millions of users by various technological affordances. Many of these users have incorporated these SNSs into their daily practices (Boyd and Ellison, 2010). A SNS is defined as “web-based services that allow individuals to (1) create a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they form relationships, (3) view their list of connections and those made by other users within the system” (Boyd and Ellison, 2010). SNSs are user-centred systems that encourage individuals to express themselves, create new relationships and maintain old ones (Yu et al., 2010). Thus, SNSs have become increasingly prevalent in all areas including the field of education (Pilli, 2014). The role of social networking sites in education varies, as new students resort to social media to gain new friends, and universities from the other side use social media to draw attention and encourage pupils to enrol in the universities. Aside from social purposes, social media is integrated in the field of education for teaching purposes as students and teachers can share files, documents, videos, and ideas (Pilli, 2014).

In contrast to SNSs, LMSs lack the personal touch and mainly support formal learning (which is institutionalized, organized, class centred, hierarchically structured educational system, and in which the learner’s objective is to gain knowledge) whereas SNSs support both informal learning (which is not organized, user centred, and in terms of learning outcomes has no set objective) and non-formal learning (which lies between formal and informal learning) (Brady et al., 2010; Gremu and Halse, 2012). Researchers perceive that the diverse affordances of SNSs, developing communities of practice, student-student interaction, and online social presence among students makes online courses more often successful (Barab and Duffy, 2000).

As aforementioned, research has shown that integrating features of SNSs into a LMS enriches discussions, increases engagement, and consequently facilitates formal learning environments (Chen and Bryer, 2012). This makes the two systems complementary to each other and utilizes the benefits of each system. As a result, this will enhance both formal and informal learning.

2. Research Background

Considering Learning Management Systems (LMSs) as a primary educational tool in universities is expanding significantly. Simultaneously, the growth of the usage of Social Networking Sites (SNSs) among students and teaching staff means that blended learning is increasing and spreading. Many educators are considering LMSs and SNSs as a source of information and communication by mixing them or completing each other’s missing parts. LMSs tend to be more focused, but lack the networking capacity, and the user centred approach that SNSs offer. On the other hand, in SNSs is difficult to keep the concentration on the topic with the communication drifts. Several studies have been done on LMSs and their insufficiency in providing social experience and failure to support personalization that is afforded by SNSs (DeSchryver et al., 2009; Naveh et al., 2010; Schroeder et al., 2010; Veletsianos and Navarrete, 2012). Further studies, some of which are discussed below, highlighted the positive impact of using social networking in education to support learners’ collaboration, sharing ideas, creating products, and constructing identities (Dron and Anderson, 2009b; Greenhow, 2011; Greenhow and Robelia, 2009; Irwin et al., 2012). However, few studies investigated the integration of a LMS and a SNS (Gremu and Halse, 2012).

DeSchryver et al. (2009) investigated the impact of using the SNS Facebook for discussions in an online course. They contrasted a course using Facebook discussion boards and the other Moodle forums with regards to student conception of social presence, and their discussion interactions frequency and length. However, the evaluation results revealed that there were no differences in the measures. A similar study was done by Irwin et al. (2012)
who investigated the students’ perceptions of using ‘Facebook pages’ within individual university subject as a learning aid. Their preliminary evaluation suggests that Facebook has the potential to foster collaborative and cooperative learning, however, this study did not examine if Facebook can enhance learning outcomes. Racham and Fripo (2011) explored the possibility of using SNSs, specifically Facebook, to enhance learning. They found that Facebook provides usable and simple technologies for social networking to share knowledge amongst learners. Using Facebook as an informal learning environment for presenting up to date topics, moreover, the thoughts of guest experts and leaders, was successful as Cain and Policastri (2011) investigated in their study. Mozhaeva et al., 2014 verified in their study the need of an integrated approach of LMS and SN in the learning process and a need to develop LMS that enhance learning in many aspects like efficiency, frequency, information content, interaction, emotionality, motivationally and cooperatively. Further studies investigated the use of Facebook as an online discussions tool, the evaluation of students’ use, and perceptions found that Facebook facilitated online discussion and is considered as a valuable study tool (DiVall and Kirwin, 2012; Estus, 2010). Although SNSs (specifically Facebook) are used sometimes by students informally for learning purposes, however, most of undergraduate students thought that Facebook was used most importantly for social reasons not for teaching purposes as revealed in a study done on undergraduate students (Madge et al., 2009). The aforementioned study explored that Facebook was a communication aid that helped students settle into university life, and it was an important social tool for informal learning to collaborate on group projects and making department level administrative arrangements but most students were opposed to the idea of contacting tutors via Facebook (Madge et al., 2009). Further studies examined the effect of Facebook on education, findings showed that faculty members more likely use traditional technologies and it is more beneficial for communication amongst students (Roblyer et al., 2010). However, some students’ informal learning practices using Facebook are viewed as a source of procrastination and to avoid distraction during assessment periods students use ‘SNS self-control’ practices that reduce their Facebook use (Vivian, 2011).

The common things amongst all these studies are that they examined the use of LMSs and SNSs in education and their pros and cons, which showed the limitation of LMSs to support informal and non-formal learning, and the hinder of using SNSs that distracts some students, and delays the process by using more than one source to look for information. Therefore, none of the systems should disappear; both contexts should be integrated to provide a comprehensive solution (Conde et al., 2011). This can be achieved through modifying LMSs to reflect social tools that support user interactions (Gremu and Halse, 2012). To examine if social networking service enhances e-learning system, LMS (Moodle) was incorporated with Mahara (an open source portfolio system that encloses social networking features) (Shrestha and Kim, 2013). After the incorporation, Moodle has both characteristics of LMS and user management system. In this case e-learning system supports non-formal learning, and consequently enhanced collaboration between users. A similar study investigated the integration of LMS (Moodle) and a SNS (Mahara), but, the assumption proved to be incorrect and most students experienced challenges using Mahara (Gremu and Halse, 2012). This was because students were familiar with their use of SNSs like Facebook and already have well-established relationships, which affected their willingness to spend time to create connections with others in the system. Additionally, overall responses of the students indicated that Mahara’s features were not useful and did not make an impact on their learning. However, they thought that social features should be part of the LMS rather than being introduced by another system, as was the case in the aforementioned study. It is noted from the above-mentioned studies that integrating features of SNSs into LMS enriches the education process and supports interaction between learners-learners or learners-instructors. Although, students are familiar with current SNSs, and there are existing open source systems that contain social networking features, however, previous studies showed that some students neither prefer using new systems that contain social networking features which they are not familiar with, nor using current SNSs in the time of assessments in order to not get distracted. Therefore, this study embedded the characteristics of the smart learning (which is learner-centred), and the social network services into the e-learning system, through using an application installed on smart phones, whereby activities can be used anytime and anywhere. As a result, this will enable students to exchange their opinions in real-time, easily adapt themselves to the system, and allow cooperative learning.

3. Empirical Research Methodology Design

This research investigated King Abdullah II School for Information Technology (KASIT) students in The University of Jordan (Jordan is located in the Middle East) as a case study. The study explored the students’ usage for LMS vs. SNSs, and their perceptions toward tools provided in each system. Furthermore, students’ insights towards social networking services in m-learning will be examined. The results will be the basis for future implementation of mobile learning application in the university.
3.1 Areas of Improvement

Faculty members are encouraged to post any handouts on the Learning Management System used in the university (e-learning), on which every course being taught on each term is provided with a course site and the students enrolled into the course site are kept in sync with the e-Learning Management System.

Each student, once enrolled, is provided with a university-administered e-mail that allows authenticated e-mail communication. Moreover, each student is provided with a user-ID and password to access the e-Learning systems. Researchers recognized that some students tend to use e-learning for academic purposes (download materials, submit assignments…) and they prefer to use Facebook for communication with each other and with faculty members. This communication happens via (1) personal accounts for students and faculty members, (2) official/unofficial pages for the university and the faculties within it (3) official/unofficial groups on Facebook.

The researcher examined the use of Facebook rather than the other SNSs for the following reasons. Facebook has rapidly become the most widespread social networking site in the world (Mazman and Usluel, 2010). Although previous studies stated that students use Facebook to support both their academic and social goals (Bosch, 2009; Irwin et al., 2012; Madge et al., 2009; Mazman and Usluel, 2010; Tian et al., 2011), the majority of evidence infers that students’ main drive for using Facebook is for social connectivity (Bosch, 2009; Madge et al., 2009; Mazman and Usluel, 2010; Ophus and Abbitt, 2009; Roblyer et al., 2010; Wise et al., 2011). At the commencement of our study, it was noticed that most students and employees are members of groups or ‘liked’ pages related to this university on Facebook, researchers believe that it is an important platform for communication. However, the use of Facebook has potential risks and limitation. Issues regarding content ownership, and students’ distraction and its influence on their academic performance have been raised (Kirschner and Karpinski, 2010; Wise et al., 2011). Facebook also has an impact on dedicated study time, whilst some studies suggested that Facebook affects study time and academic results negatively, other authors have not found this association (Kabre and Brown, 2011; Kirschner and Karpinski, 2010).

Many educational institutions have used e-learning platforms to enable knowledge sharing, however, this e-learning has concentrated on close environment that may limit the sharing of open communication (Capó-Vicedo et al., 2011; Daniel et al., 2012; Othman et al., 2012). Whilst e-learning using web 2.0 technology supports interactive methods while learning (Fan et al., 2008; Othman et al., 2012). Most universities create learning social network software called “Moodle” (Othman et al., 2012). Despite the popularity of the Moodle system, which allows users to create an account, update profile, view course materials and access required information; adding functions that allow collaboration between multiple users can enhance it (Shrestha and Kim, 2013). These functions are achieved by social network services were the user could form circle of friends, control users, form a group on their own, etc. (Shrestha and Kim, 2013). Despite the fact that the Moodle system contains some social networking features, improvements is still needed to overcome the major research problem. The main focus of the research is to examine students’ satisfaction of the currently used LMS and their willingness to enhance the Moodle system in the university by applying social networking features.

3.2 Instrumentation

To enhance the study’s validity and reliability, the methodology is the result of a mixed method approach; data were collected from multiple sources as follows:

- First: Survey the number of pages and groups of the university on Facebook; An observation of the usage and discussions conducted on these pages and groups; Analysis of quantitative data: statistics of usage of Facebook pages and groups, and analysis of qualitative data: posts and discussions on Facebook;
- Second: Interviewing students to know their perceptions about e-learning and SNSs; Analysis of qualitative data obtained from interviews;
- Third: Administration of a survey to IT students: in this study, we carried out a questionnaire survey to gain knowledge about the present situation of the participants’ perception on academic websites and SNSs. The survey area consists of the use of the systems, Internet, and communication tools; Analysis of quantitative and qualitative data.

4. Results

As abovementioned, the study started by surveying the number of pages and groups of the university on Facebook and observing their usage, then interviewing students, and finally administrating a survey to students. Shown below are the obtained results.
4.1 Observation

Statistics were performed on the number of members on some of the groups and pages related to the university at the time of the conduction of this research (academic year 2016-2017). Members of these pages and groups are faculty members, administratives, students (current and graduated), and others who are interested in the university’s news. As shown in Table 1, the number of people who liked official pages related to the university ranges from 2,338 to 190,192. And the number of group members in groups related to the university ranges from 1,268 to 24,656. For the case study of this research, KASIT students usage, there was 2,338 students on the KASIT official page, and 7,376 members on “KASIT Academic Team” group whilst the current number of students 1,530.

Table 1. Statistics of Facebook usage for UJ pages and groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page name on Facebook</th>
<th>Number of likes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. “University of Jordan”</td>
<td>190,192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. “University of Jordan Youth”</td>
<td>180,135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. “The University of Jordan” news</td>
<td>150,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. “University of Jordan” website</td>
<td>69,830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. “UJ Students Union”</td>
<td>42,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. “Students of University of Jordan”</td>
<td>13,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. “The University of Jordan: The Faculty of Graduate Studies”</td>
<td>8,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. “The University of Jordan events”</td>
<td>6,514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. “The University of Jordan Library”</td>
<td>5,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. “The University of Jordan: Faculty of Dentistry”</td>
<td>5,303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. “KASIT”</td>
<td>2,338</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group name/Link on Facebook</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. University of Jordan news</td>
<td>24,656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Official group for registration unit</td>
<td>16,668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. “Students of University of Jordan”</td>
<td>12,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. “KASIT Academic Team”</td>
<td>7,376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. “University of Jordan”</td>
<td>4,866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. “English Conversation Club- University of Jordan”</td>
<td>3,367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. “The University of Jordan (UJ) – Department of Chemistry”</td>
<td>2,132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. “The University of Jordan: Faculty of Graduate Studies”</td>
<td>1,537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. “The University of Jordan- Computer Center”</td>
<td>1,352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. “University of Jordan – School of Dentistry Alumni official Group”</td>
<td>1,281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. “University of Jordan, Faculty of Medicine Group”</td>
<td>1,268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The students perform wide range of social and academic-related tasks using Facebook such as:

- Keeping in touch with friends within the same faculty;
- Coordinating activities, as students use Facebook to create events and organize them such as trips, graduation projects ceremonies, seminars, etc.;
- Keep up to date with university news, as official pages on Facebook post updated news;
- Students from different faculties create groups to exchange information, share resources and files related to materials;
- Discuss university-related issues, and it has been noticed that decision makers were part of these discussions and took into account students opinions posted on these pages in their decision-making process;
- Communication tool between instructors and students, as many instructors created private groups for themselves to share posts related to material (documents, videos, etc.), announcements, and discussions.

4.3 Interviews

Interviews were conducted with students from different departments and academic years. Students were asked if they prefer to contact their instructors via SNSs. Most of the students’ answers were “Yes, they prefer to contact their instructors via SNSs or e-mail”. And for whom who answered “No” the main reason was that not all their instructors have accounts on SNSs. Students were asked if they get response on what they want, students answered that some instructors reply from their personal accounts, others from their private groups, and the rest do not reply instantly through Facebook. And finally, students were asked if e-learning satisfies all their needs or they tend to use SNSs for some services, most of the answers were that students prefer to use SNSs when they need to contact instructors quickly, as it is easier contact them through SNSs via mobile applications.
4.4 Questionnaire

The questionnaire design and analysis was as follows; the questionnaire is divided into four parts consisted of 22 questions:

- The first part includes 4 questions regard the demographic information (personal profile of the student);
- The second part that contains 2 questions about the students’ usage of Internet and SNSs;
- The third part that contains 4 closed-ended questions. This part concerns the use of the e-learning system by students and how satisfied they are compared with SNSs;
- The fourth part includes another 5 closed-ended questions concern statistics about usage SNSs;
- And the fifth part has 4 closed-ended and 3 open-ended questions to compare between usage of e-learning and SNSs. Students were given in this part enough space to express their opinions about features that they would like to see in e-learning, and pros and cons of SNSs and e-learning.

Analyses of the data that was collected via questionnaire administered online, KASIT consisted of 1530 students at the time that the research was commenced. A questionnaire was administered to 261 students (participants volunteered to participate in the research): The analysis of the demographics of the questionnaire leads us to the following results (Question 1 – Question 4):

The dominant age of the students was between 20 and 22 years with a percentage of 81.2%. The parameter is confirmed since the participants who consist the 75.2%, study in academic years 3 and 4 with percentages of 29.89%, and 46.73% respectively. From the whole sample of this research, 32.2% of the participants were males and the rest 67.8% are females. The vast percentage of the participants, 39.6% were in The Computer Information Systems Department, while 32.7% and 27.7% were in Business Information Systems and Computer Science Departments respectively.

The analysis of the second part of the questionnaire about the students’ usage of Internet and SNSs was as follows (Questions 5 and 6):

Participants were asked closed questions about the time spent on Internet. It is obvious from answers on question 5 that students spend a significant amount of time online. The majority of participants, 32.94%, spend between 3 and 6 hours on internet on daily basis, followed by 28.83% and 28.35% spend more than 6 hours and between 1 and 3 hours on Internet on daily basis respectively, then 8.44% spend between 30 minutes and 1 Hour, and only 1.92% spend less than 30 minutes on internet on daily basis.

In the sixth question, students were asked about the most used SNS by them. The majority of students, 63.3%, use Facebook the most, then 18.81% use Whatsapp the most, then 10.93% use YouTube the most, 2.9% use Twitter the most, and 4.07% stated that they use other SNSs.

The analysis of the third part of the questionnaire (Question 7 – Question 10) concerns the use of the e-learning system by students and how satisfied they are compared with SNSs was as follows:

From the whole of the sample that participated in this research, the answer on the question about using academic websites (e-learning, faculties websites, faculties members personal websites) to get academic materials and other related documents (where students can select multiple options), leads us to the conclusion that the percentage of the students who prefer to use academic websites to get academic materials and documents is large, as shown in Figure 1, at a total of 89.1% use e-learning. Whereas 19.8% of the participant KASIT website, 14.9% use Faculty members webpages, and 5.9% use other resources.

The answers on the question about the usage of e-learning to download materials and academic-related work was: the majority of 34.82% use e-learning once a week, 18.39% of the participants use e-learning once a month, whilst 18.07% use e-learning on daily basis, then 8.03% use e-learning once in the semester, and the rest of 7.67% use e-learning irregularly.
The results of question 7 “I use the following academic websites to get academic-related information”
The results of question 9 “I trust e-learning as a source of materials more than SNSs (such as Facebook groups)” (which adopts the five-rated Likert type (1. Strongly Disagree – 5. Strongly Agree) indicates that students trust e-learning as a source to get materials as 67.7% (37.8% and 29.9% answered “Strongly Agree” and “Agree” respectively), 3.7% answered “Neutral”, and the rest of 28.8% (14.9% and 13.9% answered “Strongly Disagree” and “Disagree” respectively) prefer to use SNSs more than e-learning as a source for materials.

Participants were asked in question 10 about their satisfaction with the options that e-learning provides for communication and academic tasks (such as downloading materials, submitting assignments, and conducting online quizzes, etc.), most of the participants with the percentages of 36.46% and 14.22% were “Dissatisfied” and very “Dissatisfied” respectively, as only 8.03% of participants were “Very Satisfied”, and 27.98% were “Satisfied” and the rest of 13.3% were “Neutral”. Students prefer to have the notifications aspect in academic websites to enhance and accelerate communication process between students and instructors, as the majority of 65% responded.

The analysis of the fourth part of the questionnaire concern statistics about usage SNSs was as follows (Question11 – Question15):

Participants were asked in question 11 how frequently do they access SNSs to accomplish academic task, 24.14% answered “Very Frequently”, 43.31% answered “Frequently”, 19.52% answered “Occasionally”, 9.2% answered “Rarely”, 3.07% answered “Very Rarely”, and the rest of 0.7% answered “Never”.

The result of question 12 shown in Figure 2, which asked the participants about their usage of the mentioned SNSs for communicating colleagues and instructors, as well as for academic-related tasks.

Figure 2. Results of question 12 “I use the following SNSs for communicating my colleagues and instructors, as well as for academic-related tasks.”
The result of question 13 shown in Figure 3, which asked the participants about their reasons of using SNSs for communicating instructors. 63.4% of students use SNSs for contacting their instructors because they “get faster responses”, 32.7% and 25.7% use SNSs for communicating instructors because “Accessibility (via smartphones) is easier than e-learning” and “Less steps required” respectively, 14.9% do not contact their instructors via SNSs.

![Figure 3. Results of question 13 “I use SNSs to contact my supervisors because:”](image)

The result of question 14 shown in Figure 4, which asked the participants about their reasons of using SNSs for communicating their colleagues. 50.5% of the students use SNSs for contacting their colleagues because they get the latest news related to their faculty quickly, 42.6% and 38.6% use SNSs for communicating colleagues because they get faster notifications and “It improves our communication” respectively, then 25.7% use SNSs for communicating colleagues because “Accessibility (via smartphones) is easier than e-learning”, 6.9% do not contact their colleagues via SNSs.

![Figure 4. Results of question 14 “I use SNSs to contact my colleagues because:”](image)

It is noticed that participants get distracted and spend extra time when they use SNSs to accomplish any academic task as the results of question 15 showed (Figure 5). As 50.17% of participants spend extra time on unrelated information when they use SNSs to get academic-related information. Whereas, 26.81% answered “Maybe” and 22.98% of the students do not spend extra time on unrelated information when they use SNSs to get academic-related information.
Figure 5. Results of question 15 “When you wait to accomplish an educational task on social media such as Facebook, do you spend extra time browsing for unrelated information to the related task?”

The analysis of the fifth part of the questionnaire to compare between usage of e-learning and SNSs (Question 16 – Question 22) was as follows:

The researcher can notice that students prefer to get materials from e-learning and they express interest in SNSs for communication. As results of Questions 16 and 17 showed (Figures 6 and 7 and respectively ). 79.2% of students prefer to download materials from e-learning, 16.8% prefer to get materials from SNSs, and the rest of 4% answered “Other” (which includes hardcopy materials from colleagues, bookshops, etc.). In Question 17 participants were asked if they prefer to contact their instructors via SNSs, academic websites, or other. As shown in Figure the vast majority of the students, 61.88%, prefer to contact their instructors via SNSs, whereas 21.6 % of the participants prefer to contact their instructors via academic websites and 17% answered “Other” (As face-to-face communication in office hours).

Figure 6. Results of question 16 “I prefer to download materials and course information from:”
Figure 7. Results of question 17 “I prefer to contact my instructors via:”

Questions 18 was “If e-learning become m-learning (mobile based application) I will use it more frequently” and most of the participants responded positively with the percentages of 39.07% and 29.13% “Strongly Agree” and “Agree”, respectively, 13.03% were “Undecided”, and 8.41% and 10.34% “Disagree” and “Strongly Disagree”, respectively.

Participants were not satisfied with the communication tools provided in e-learning, thus they still prefer to use SNSs even if communication tools were fostered in e-learning as 48.67% of the participants responded, whereas, 25.69% were uncertain and the rest of 25.69% prefer to use e-learning if communication tools were enhanced (Question 19). However, it has been noticed that participants did not prefer to use e-learning even if communication tools were enhanced because they prefer to use mobile applications to websites. This outcome was affirmed by Question 18 results which showed that 68.2% of participants prefer to use e-learning if it was via mobile application (details are shown in Question 18).

The open-ended question (Question 20) was about the things that students would like to see in the academic websites to enhance communication and/or perform academic tasks on e-learning easier (such as downloading materials, uploading assignments, etc.).

From the population who answered this question, we can summarize the answers as follows:

- In order to ease access and get the required information in timely manner, most students prefer to access the system via mobile application (m-learning).
- Students also focused on enhancing the communication features; real-time interaction, notifications, interactive students groups, reminders and alerts for deadlines.
- Reduce the number of steps required to login and download materials.
- Add all required information in the system so they will not need to get information from multiple sources (i.e. university or faculty website, Facebook, etc.). And students would like to find all the related announcements to the materials regarding exams, events, assignments, and deadlines on e-learning.
- More user friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI).

In the second open-ended question (Question 21) students were asked to write down advantages and disadvantages of SNSs if they find any. And their answers were summarized as follows:

- SNSs advantages: Students are accessing Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and other such SNSs to connect and share information with those around them; since most people are continuously connected to the Internet through their mobiles, tablets, etc. it is easier to share information with all connections (friends, family, etc.); Immediacy: easier and faster to interact with peers or instructors about class-related topics. Likewise, Facebook group’s posts are fast to write and read; new students get the additional benefit of gaining new friends and to participating in special interest group communities; students can find experts in their fields and contact them easily.
- When students were asked about social media disadvantages their answers were as follows:
Students are being distracted when they do their study due to the difficulty of keeping concentration on topic with the increase in communication drifts. Students find SNSs unreliable source for academic materials. Posted messages in informal groups sometimes are not consistent, and topics organization is not always clear.

In the third open-ended question (Question 22) students were asked to write down advantages and disadvantages of e-learning if they find any. And their answers were summarized as follows:

- **e-learning advantages:**
  - Centralized learning environment: since the main function e-learning is delivering lesson content to students, students mainly concentrate only on the substance of the lesson topic.
  - Easier to access academic materials.
  - Trusted content regarding announcements, assignments, grades, and incorporated lessons into the standardized curriculum.

- **Regard disadvantages of e-learning students were asked to mention them if they find any,** and the main issues for students were the lack of:
  - Communication tools;
  - Instant feedback;
  - Notifications, alerts, and reminders.

5. **Discussion**

The results of analysis underlines students perceptions and usage of LMS and SNSs: all students generally appreciate them; particularly the survey confirmed the active involvement of students on SNSs for communication with instructors (61.88% of participants) and their positive acceptance of LMSs as an important source to get materials and lessons notes (79.2% of participants). Despite the appreciation just described, LMSs are losing population in favor of communities created on Facebook. Students declared that it is more practical (accessed anywhere anytime via smart phones) and immediate. On the other hand, students trust LMSs more as a source of information and academic documents, and they see that LMSs are more focused and do not distract them to accomplish required tasks in timely manner. The qualitative data gathered from the open questions of surveys is consistent with this result as 92.1% of students contact their instructors via Facebook and 72.3% of them use Facebook the most amongst all other SNSs whereas only 21.6% of students use academic websites for communication.

Although previous research suggested that Facebook has potential benefits as an academic tool (Mason, 2006; Selwyn, 2007), however, in our research it is clear that Facebook was an important social tool used by the majority of the respondents as a communication aid. Students generally thought that Facebook utilization for social purposes, informal learning purposes (interactions about academic-related matters), but not for formal learning purposes (which involves formal assessment).

Despite the fact that students prefer to use Facebook for communication, students concern is the credibility of the shared content and the distraction, as 50.17% of participants spend extra time on irrelevant information when they use SNSs to get academic-related information. Here students appeared to draw a distinction between the positive use of Facebook for communication and the negative effect on time and reliability of shared academic-related materials. On the other hand students are not satisfied with the e-learning’s communication tools as 50.68% of participants stated. Notably, their suggestions were to add communication functions such as notifications, reminders, and alerts as the majority responded as the analysis of the qualitative data in open-ended questions revealed. But they still prefer to use SNSs even if communication tools were enhanced as 48.67% of the participants responded unless it becomes mobile based application. This result was reinforced by the participants’ responses of the majority of 68.2% who prefer to use e-learning if it was via mobile application.

Findings from this study reinforce the results of recent studies (Kirschner, 2001; Cheong et al., 2012; McLoughlin and Luca, 2000) on the importance of enhancing LMSs, demonstrating the educational value of smart learning system which plays crucial role in complementing cooperative function, this was considered as a limitation in the current e-learning system. Using smart phones facilitates collaborative learning through the interaction between learner-learner and learner-instructor. Collaborative learning (which is the shift from traditional teacher-centered approaches to new learning approaches including student-centered, social and active
learning (Kirschner, 2001) allows learners achieve an academic goal collectively. This in its turn enhances learners’ critical thinking and problem solving abilities, and retains information longer compared to individual learning (Kirschner, 2001; Cheong et al., 2012; McLoughlin and Luca, 2000).

Therefore, this paper presents the readiness and perceptions of students to the transition from e-learning to m-learning with the characteristics of smart learning by implementing social networking services.

6. Conclusion

This paper discusses the integration of social media tools in education while comparing these tools with the ones provided by LMSs. Actually, this paper presents both aspects of these tools. A clear picture emerged that Facebook is an important social tool used by the majority of the respondents as a communication aid but not for formal teaching purposes. Though most of students are keen to contact instructors on Facebook but they spend more time on unrelated information, which takes away from the time determined for studying. Since LMSs primarily just delivers lesson content, students are mainly concentrating on the lesson topic. Students would prefer to use e-learning if communication tools were enhanced and it became mobile based.

7. Future work

In this study, we went through the theoretical part of examining students’ perception towards LMSs, SNSs, and willingness to adapt m-learning system to fulfill students’ requirements. We therefore will do further theoretical research on the university’s instructors to examine the same aspects. After the analysis, major missing functions in the Moodle system will be identified. The main concern of the practical part is to implement a mobile-based learning system for the purpose to take the researches’ findings further, whereby smart learning system will enhance students’ performance.

The expected outcomes from the practical part are: First, m-learning will afford social networking features, and students will interchange information real-time, as a result, interaction between learner-learner and learner-instructor will be easier. Furthermore, immediate feedback will facilitate solving problems, and utilize group-learning advantages, which will enable cooperative learning. Second, m-learning system will use social networking features that students are familiar with. Accordingly, students will easily adopt the system. This will support their interest in learning and enhance their academic performance. Third, by integrating the social networking features in the university system, the content ownership of the exchanged materials, discussions, and any other information will be for the university. Moreover, all the above-shared information will be, to some extent, related only to university issues, which will diminish students’ distraction and keep them focused.
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